LOWER PLATE II. PUE Signal Processing
To obtain signals from which one can deduce the injection parameters, a "'2.4ps pulse of H-is injected into the AGS and the resulting bunch of protons is observed with a PUE for approximately 40 turns around the machine. A schematic diagram of the PUE and associated electronics is shown in Fig. 1 To develop the expression we consider the position at the PUE of the ith proton in the bunch on the nth turn around the machine:
Yi(n) = Ti + Ai cos (27rnvi + ji) (2) where n i is the position of the equilibrium orbit (E.O.) about which the ith proton is undergoing betatron oscillations, A. and We shall take f(v) to be the Gaussian distribution
of width Av and with center at vO. Putting (4) into (3) and doing the integration we find Y(n) = n + A exp {--(wTAvn)2} cos(27rv n + f). (5) Thus the tune of the coherent oscillations of the bunch about the E.0. position n is Vo and these oscillations are damped by an exponential term whose strength depends on the tune spread Av.
We must now take into account the fact that the B-field of the AGS is ramping at injection, which means that the E.0. will move in (radially) by an amount 6n and the tune will shift by an amount 6v during each turn of the bunch around the machine. These shifts may be introduced into Eq. (5) by replacing vo with vo + n(6v/2) and n with n + n6ri. Table 1 . We note that since the position-vs-turn data yields only the noninteger part of the tune we must assume that the tune is between 8.5 and 9.0 (which is normally the case for the AGS) to obtain the tunes listed in the table.
We also note that the determination of the parameters vo, Av, 6v, and + from the position-vs-turn data requires that the amplitude of the oscillations of the bunch about the E.O. be nonzero and in general as the amplitude of the oscillations becomes smaller the determination of these parameters becomes less precise. The measured tune vo may also be used along with the fitted parameter 6v (which is the tuneshift per turn due to the ramping B-field at injection) to obtain a value for the chromaticity at injection. If AB is the change in the B-field per turn and Bo is the magnitude of the B-field at injection then the chromaticity, i, is just 6v/v0 i= AB/B0 (10)
Putting the values of v0 and 6v from Table I into (10) and using the measured values of AB = .0207 G and Bo = 250 G we then find that the horizontal (tH) and vertical (g ) chromaticities for the data plotted in Figures Y and 3 are -1.5(1) and -0.9(1) respectively. As a check of the ability of PIP to correctly determine the chromaticity, the current in a series of 16 sextupoles was varied and the resulting changes in the measured chromaticity were compared and found to agree with a calculation of the expected shifts due to the sextupoles. be determined is as indicated in Table I . As a test of the tune measurement the low-field quadruples in the AGS ring, used for shifting the tune at injection, were varied and the corresponding changes
